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Food Safety and Quality



Import and Transport Delays



Labour Supply



Rising Food Prices



Two perspectives on what might happen

 Glass half empty

 No idea what is going to happen

 Industry can’t prepare

 Potential for a  huge shock in food 
prices

 Inability to secure necessary labour

 Glass half full

 Potential opportunity for British 
industry to develop trade with new 
markets

 Opportunity to grow more produce for 
the UK market (to make up the import 
gap). 



DEFRA, Food Statistics Pocketbook 2017



What does this mean for school meals 
and catering?



Key areas of impact
 Food supply

 Cost

 Safety/quality

 Consistent availability

 Labour supply

 Cost

 Consistent availability 

 Regulatory requirements

 School meals standards

 Programmatic changes

 School fruit & milk schemes



Regulatory Requirements

 Currently follow EU regulations on: 

 General food law (EC 178/2002)

 Hygiene of foodstuffs (EC 852/2004)

 Hygiene for food of animal origin (EC 853/2004) 

 Official controls on products of animal origin (EC 854/2004)

 Official controls on feed and food (EC 882/2004)* 

 Microbiological criteria for foodstuffs (EC 2073/2005)

 Not clear yet what happens with these regulations

 Could be adopted into UK law

 Cherry-picked for which components to be adopted into UK law

 Adapt portions of the EU law for incorporation into UK law



Hygiene of foodstuffs (EC 852/2004)







Programmatic Changes

 School meal regulations are UK-based and won’t change as a result of Brexit

 But there are clauses with in the UK statutes that are built up EC regulations

 E.g. food additives definition and food hygiene provisions

 EU school fruit and milk scheme

 These programmes will no longer be available for the UK, unclear if UK govt will continue them



What does this mean for health?





Increasing food costs
 Rising food prices might make healthy foods too expensive for people, particularly for 

those on lower incomes

 “If the UK reverts to most-favoured-nation (MFN) tariffs with the EU under a “no deal” 
Brexit scenario…tariffs on dairy products will rise by 45 per cent and by 37 per cent for 
meat products.” (Resolution Foundation, Oct 2017)

 For consumers this translates into an 8% price rise for diary and an almost 6% rise in meat 
products

 Food Foundation analysis on fruit and veg prices

 Prices likely to rise on 18 of our most popular fruit and veg by 8-13% for part or all of the 
year

 What might happen to diets?

 Eat less – increasing food insecurity

 Could mean more of a demand on school meals

 Substitute less expensive but less healthy products



What can be done?



Steps to take now and things to prepare for

 Where possible, support British growers and producers

 Switch to British grown produce when in season – an emphasis on creating menus seasonally will 
help here

 Creates more of a market for British grown, which overtime will help to offset price and availability 
shocks of Brexit

 Establishing a system less reliant on prepared or imported food should hopefully help insulate 
from price/import shocks

 Prepare for uncertainty and changes in regulations

 Build capacity. Establish/assign a role on monitoring and mitigating risks – e.g. monitoring 
government developments – and preparing for changing regulations

 Communicate frequently with each other and lessons learning

 Prepare for rising food prices

 Difficult to do, but recommend building contingencies into budgets for rising food prices and rising 
demand on school meals



Thank You
Questions? Comments?
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